
 

 

Abstract— Credit cards are used to electronically purchased 

goods and services offered over the Internet.  However, the 

existing security system in credit card payments is a one-factor 

authentication.  This system poses security threats and possible 

exploits among hackers.  The application of a two-factor 

authentication in credit card systems security over Web-

enabled transactions was proposed.  In this system, a web 

application was specifically developed employing the modified 

AES algorithm using multiple S-Boxes.  Results from simulation 

tests showed that the run-time performance of the combined 

first-factor authentication and second-factor authentication 

yielded an average of nine seconds.  The SMS delivery was 

considered as a critical factor in the overall run-time 

performance of the proposed system. For its usability, the 

proposed system was perceived with a description of 

“excellent” based on the computed SUS score. 

 
Index Terms— Two-factor authentication, credit card 

system security, AES algorithm, System Usability Scale 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ANY people have opted to use credit cards as a 

medium of paying purchased of various commodities 

they bought particularly through e-commerce.  Simply 

stated, a credit is a method of selling services and goods to 

the buyer, who at the time of the transaction, does not have 

the money at hand.  Credit cards provide a convenient 

alternative to cash allowing the individual to carry an 

infinitive amount of money stored in only a card [1].   

However, there are certain risks involved in using credit 

cards as medium for payment.  It can be easily exploited by 

someone who possesses trade secrets in credit card frauds.  

Committing credit card exploit can be done by either physical 

or electronic exploitation.  Under the physical exploitation, 

the culprit has physical hold of the exploited credit card.  

This can be achieved either through skimming and possession 

of a stolen or lost card.  Skimming is a technique where 

information stored in the card‟s magnetic strip is stolen when 

your card is swiped during a transaction with the aid of a 

data capturing device.  The criminals are then able to 

reproduce fake cards that are used to make purchases using 

the account [2].  Any third party individual who may hold a 

stolen or lost card can make use of the card to purchase 
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products and services as if he is the owner of the card. 

On the other hand, another way of exploiting credit cards 

and could commit fraud is done electronically.  Email scams 

and fake websites are two of the most widely used 

techniques.  Email scams or phishing is a technique used to 

gain personal information for purposes of identity theft, using 

fraudulent e-mail messages that appear to come from 

legitimate businesses. These authentic-looking messages are 

designed to fool recipients into divulging personal data such 

as account numbers and passwords, credit card numbers and 

Social Security numbers[3].    Once they have possession of 

these, they can proceed to electronic purchase using the 

captured information.   

In securing online transactions, the process of 

authentication is imperative.  By definition, authentication is 

the process of determining whether someone or something is, 

in fact, who or what it is declared to be [4].  Once the 

identity of the human or of the machine is validated, the 

access to a process is granted. There are three universally 

recognized authentication factors that exist today: 

knowledge - what the user knows (e.g. passwords); 

possession - what the user has (e.g.  tokens); and inherence - 

what the user is (e.g. biometrics) [5].  

A two-factor authentication (2FA) is a mechanism which 

implements two of the above mentioned factors and is 

therefore considered stronger and more secure than the 

traditionally implemented one factor authentication system 

[6].  It is aimed at providing stronger security mechanisms 

for login that ordinarily utilizes password-based 

authentication by deploying secondary authentication tokens.  

It is not a new concept especially in the banking industry. 

The first authentication factor is the physical ATM cards the 

customer slides into the machine. The second factor is the 

PIN they enter. Without both, authentication cannot take 

place [7].  However, unlike ATM cards where the PIN is not 

physically visible on the face of the card, a credit card has all 

the information needed for a possible transaction.  The 

security code for credit cards is normally found at the back 

portion being indicated as the Card Verification Value or 

CVV.  Without additional security mechanisms, a lost credit 

card can be easily used by someone posing as the card 

owner. 

In [8], they conducted an empirical study on the 

implementation of 2FA in online banking.  In their study, 

they noted that user has to login using his username and 

password.  When confirmed, the user can then perform any 

operation like money withdrawal, checking the balance and 
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others.  To improve the system, the authors proposed to 

incorporate the 2FA that would strengthen its security.  They 

used the mobile phone to act as a security token for 

authentication. A token number is generated using the SHA 

algorithm and XOR operation. The token number is a six-

digit random numbers composed of the user mobile number, 

IMEI number, pin number and IMSI number. As a measure, 

the account is blocked when the user gives an invalid token 

numbers for more than three times.  This scheme also 

ensures that the person performing the online banking 

transaction is the legitimate owner of the account because he 

is presumed to be the person in possession of the mobile 

device whose information were previously submitted to the 

bank. 

In [9], they proposed the Secure Online Transaction 

Algorithm (SOTA) that sought to use two-factor 

authentication with the random codes. This can be utilized to 

identify users and establish secure way of purchasing items 

online. The proposed SOTA uses mobile devices to log into 

card accounts via an application to view the randomly 

generated code. This is then inputted on an online retailer‟s 

website when prompted in order to authenticate the 

individual making the purchase. This minimizes the 

possibility that an illegitimate user can use someone else‟s 

information to make fraudulent purchases. Without a valid 

code, identity thieves cannot use the stolen card information 

to make purchases. 

It is for this reason that we proposed to improve credit 

card system security over Web-based transactions by adding 

another layer of security to the existing mechanism.  This 

paper implemented the modified Advanced Encryption 

Standard (AES) algorithm using a two-factor authentication 

in credit card security system as the second layer of security.  

It also evaluated the processing performance and the 

usability characteristic of the proposed system to determine 

its acceptability. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

This study employed the previously developed modified 

version of the AES algorithm using multiple SBoxes [10]. As 

such, this study was implemented in two (2) phases.  The 

first phase was the design and development of a two-factor 

authentication system for credit cards security.  At the core 

of the proposed system is the modified AES algorithm using 

multiple SBoxes.   

The second phase involved the evaluation of the system 

product. A simulation was conducted to test the performance 

as well as the usability of the system prototype.  There were 

100 respondents involved in the testing.  These respondents 

included students and faculty members at the Institute of 

Information and Computer Studies of Northern Iloilo 

Polytechnic State College in Estancia, Iloilo, Philippines.  We 

purposively selected the respondents based on the survey we 

conducted in which respondents were identified having 

experienced using credit cards in online procurement.     

Prior to the start of the evaluation, a system prototype 

walk-through was presented to the respondents for them to 

be familiar with some of the user interfaces that are deemed 

essential to learn.  Once everything was set, they were asked 

to register their account details as shown in Figure 2.  

Subsequently, they were requested to start the process of 

buying products from the webstore specifically created for 

this purpose.  As the participants respond to the different 

interfaces, various checkpoints were recorded by the system 

to determine its operational performance being denoted in 

mm:ss.00.  We also asked the participants to make two 

transactions, hence there were a total of two hundred 

transactions. 

A. An Overview of the Modified AES Algorithm Using 

Multiple Substitution Boxes 

The AES algorithm is a symmetric key cryptography. 

Symmetric encryption is a form of cryptosystem in which 

encryption and decryption are performed using the same key 

[11].  Symmetric encryption transforms plaintext into 

ciphertext using a secret key and an encryption algorithm.   

In our previous study, we modified the AES algorithm 

using multiple SBoxes by changing the MixColumns function 

with a second substitution box, hence the name AES2SBox.  

We assumed that the MixColumns function requires more 

computational resources in software implementation as 

compared to the other functions.  Replacing the MixColumns 

function by an alternative process had increased the speed 

performance of the AES algorithm. The four functions in the 

internal rounds of the AES2SBox are consisted of SubBytes, 

ShiftRows, SubBytesXOR and AddRoundKey.  As with the 

original AES algorithm that drops the MixColumns function, 

the final round in the AES2SBox also drops down the 

SubBytesXOR function to produce the ciphertext.  

Reversing the execution of the process will produce the 

plaintext.   

Moreover, we were able to show that in both encryption 

and decryption, the AES2SBox was more efficient by 

27.638% and 108.369% respectively than the original AES 

algorithm.  However, when we tested its security 

characteristics using the Avalanche Effect, the obtained 

changes in the bit sequence were only computed at 25.000% 

and 19.351% for two sets of plaintext which were slightly 

lower than the minimum expected output of at least 50% bit 

flip when 1 bit input is altered. Figure 1 shows the modified 

AES algorithm structure using multiple S-Boxes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Modified AES Algorithm Using Multiple S-Boxes. 
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B. Design and Development of the Two-Factor 

Authentication in Credit Card Systems Security using the 

Modified AES Algorithm 

In this paper, we proposed for a mechanism that reinforces 

the credit card system security in web-enabled transactions 

by implementing a two-factor authentication through an 

SMS-based token.   The SMS token will be used as another 

layer of security that the cardholder has to respond. The 

unique identification of the SIM card effectively enables the 

cell phone owner to possess an authentication token, which 

can be registered and used by different applications. SMS is 

an effective means for places where cell phones are widely 

used in the community[12].   

Various modules were created to comprise the proposed 

system.  The encryption module runs in the client-side 

application while the decryption module runs in the server-

side application.  The other significant components are the 

random key generator that produces the passkey, the SMS 

component that transmits the token and the cleaner module 

that checks for the integrity of the passkey. 

In the implementation of this project, we acknowledged 

the full functionality of the credit card company‟s internal 

security policies and procedures.  Thus, the security 

implementation of the first-factor authentication was only 

included for consistency with the second-factor 

authentication. 

 

Registration Module 

The Registration Module is a custom-made registration 

form aimed at soliciting important information from the 

credit card owners.  During the registration for the 

application of the credit card, a security question and its 

corresponding answer must be provided by the card owner.  

The “answer to the security question” and the passkey will 

generate a ciphertext that will serve to authenticate the 

ownership of the cardholder.  As such, most existing 

application forms will be revised to include items that will 

capture the needed security question and its corresponding 

answer.  The application form will also require the entry of 

the mobile phone number of the cardholder. Figure 2 shows 

the user registration form. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.  User Registration Form. 

Passkey Generation Module 

As the title suggests, the passkey generation module 

creates a randomly-generated value.  While the function 

tends to create simple randomness of the generated values, 

its main purpose is to combine it with the “answer” to the 

security question to produce a ciphertext. For purposes of 

documentation, figure 3 shows the user interface for the 

passkey generation module.  However, in the actual system 

prototype this interface is a server process and is therefore 

not visible to the user. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Passkey Generation Module User Interface. 

 

SMS Module 

The SMS module is the system‟s component that 

transmits the passkey as an SMS text message.  The passkey 

is an important element in the two-factor authentication as it 

serves as a security token.  Its purpose is to generate a 

ciphertext by converting the plaintext into a non-readable 

format.  Figure 4 shows that actual SMS text message with 

the passkey as the security token. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. SMS Text Message with Passkey as Security Token. 

 

Client-side Encryption Module 

A client-side encryption module was developed to generate 

a ciphertext.  The ciphertext is the output of the processes 

employing the AES2SBox algorithm.  It can be accessed 

using any device that is connected to the Internet.  It can be 

noted that since this project covers the use of credit cards for 

web-enabled transactions, it is therefore safe to state that 

during the transaction, the owner/user has a concurrent 

connection to the Internet.  The ciphertext, after being 

created, will be submitted to the server for decryption and 

subsequently authenticated with information previously 

stored in the database.  Figure 5 shows the Client-side 

Encryption Module. 
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Fig. 5.  Client-side Encryption Module. 

 

Server-side Decryption Module   

The server-side decryption module performs the 

conversion of the ciphertext into the plaintext.  The server 

receives the ciphertext from the client-side encryption 

module; checks the transaction code accompanying the 

ciphertext; retrieves the passkey and perform the decryption 

process.  Once the plaintext is generated, the server retrieves 

the “security answer” from the database and performs a 

comparison with the plaintext.  If a match is found, the entire 

transaction is consummated otherwise the entire transaction 

fails.  The processes in the server-side decryption module are 

done automatedly at the background and thus, there is no 

visible user interface to the clients. 

 

Cleaner Module 

An independent module called “cleaner” checks the 

database to monitor whether a passkey has reached the 30-

minute time limit to consummate a transaction.  This process 

is important as it tests the integrity of the passkey.  If a 

passkey is not yet processed within the maximum time limit, 

the cleaner module destroys the passkey by deleting it from 

the database.  Any further transactions using the deleted 

passkey will no longer progress.  The cleaner module is 

routinely executed every 15 minutes by way of the Task 

Scheduler.  Like the server-side decryption module, its 

processes are intended to run at the background. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Run-Time Performance 

 According to CardHub, a search engine website dedicated 

to credit card issues, credit card transactions which are 

processed through a variety of platforms, including brick-

and-mortar stores, e-commerce stores, wireless terminals, 

and phone or mobile devices will take the entire process to 

approximately two to three seconds to complete [13].  

However, it should be underscored that the processing time 

being mentioned is for the first-factor authentication.  In this 

paper, the run-time performance refers to the average time 

that the transaction is completed comprising of the first-

factor authentication and second-factor authentication.  

The average processing time for the first-factor 

authentication was 00:02.73.  In the first round of 

transaction for the first-factor authentication, the average 

processing time was 00:02.81 with the longest time-check at 

00:05.00 and the shortest time-check was at 00:02.00.  

Similarly, in the second round for the first-factor 

authentication, the average processing time was 00:02.65 

with the longest time-check at 00:04.00 and the shortest 

time-check was 00:02.00.   In the current credit card system, 

the processing time is completed or denied as soon as the 

needed security checks are performed.  In this project, 

addition modules such as the passkey generation and SMS 

forwarding are included in the first-factor authentication.  

Although there are additional processes brought about by 

additional modules, processing time for the first-factor 

authentication is still within the approximate time limit as 

described by the CardHub.    

For the second-factor authentication which starts from 

user login until evaluation of the decrypted text, the average 

processing time was 00:06.15.  In the first round transaction 

for the second-factor authentication, the average processing 

time was at 00:06.56 with the longest checkpoint at 00:12.00 

while the shortest checkpoint was recorded at 00:03.00.  In 

the second-round, the average processing time was 00:05.76 

with the longest checkpoint was recorded at 00:09.00 while 

the shortest checkpoint was at 00:03.00.  

For the entire transaction, which covered both the first-

factor and the second-factor authentications, the average 

processing time was 03:30.52.  In the first round, the 

average processing time was 03:59.62 with the longest 

checkpoint recorded at 09:10.00 while the shortest 

checkpoint was at 01:34.00.  In the second-round, the 

average processing time was 03:03.12 with the longest 

checkpoint at 04:33.00 while the shortest checkpoint was 

01:32.00.  Table 1 shows the average run-time processing 

performance of the proposed system. 

 
TABLE I 

RUN-TIME PERFORMANCE BASED FROM SIMULATION 

 

As observed in table 1, we noted that the overall average 

performance of the first-factor and the second-factor 

authentications was at 00:8.88, however the entire 

transactions were at an average of 03:30.52.  There was a 

difference of 03:21.64 which is attributed to the delayed time 

delivery of SMS token by the mobile network service. From 

the collected data, the earliest SMS delivery receipt was at 

01:45.00 while the latest SMS delivery that was received by 

the system was at 08:59.00 after the second timestamp for 

the first-factor authentication.  Figure 6 shows the SMS 

delivery as a critical factor in the entire operations. 

 

Run-Time 

Performance 

Authentication Factors Entire 

Transaction 
First Second 

First 

Round  
Average 00:02.81 00:06.56 03:59.62 

Longest 00:05.00 00:12.00 09:10.00 

Shortest 00:02.00 00:03.00 01:34.00 

Second 

Round  

Average 00:02.65 00:05.76 03:03.12 

Longest 00:04.00 00:09.00 04:33.00 

Shortest 00:02.00 00:03.00 01:32.00 

Overall Average 00:02.73 00:06.15 03:30.52 
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Fig. 6.  SMS Delivery as Critical Factor and is Being Computed as the 

Difference between the Entire Transaction and the Authentication Factors. 

 

Speculatively, there can be several factors that may have 

contributed to this issue.  Factors may include the existing 

network infrastructure where the client is located during the 

time of transaction, network congestion and the time of 

access (whether if it‟s off-peak or peak hours) when the 

transaction was made.  While the two major 

telecommunication service providers provide 4G signals 

available in some areas of the Philippines, the place of study 

is currently in 3G network. Although these issues are not 

within the scope of this study, but they are collectively 

considered as a critical factor in the run-time performance. 

B. Perceived Usability of the Proposed System 

Aside from the evaluation of the run-time performance of 

the proposed system, it was also subjected to perception 

evaluation of its usability.  Testing for usability is an 

important element in the development and further improving 

the system product. It refers to the ease of access and/or use 

of a product or website and is one of the most traditional 

concepts in HCI research evaluations. As defined in [14], 

usability is "the extent to which a product can be used by 

specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, 

efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use". On 

web-based systems, usability is an essential condition for its 

operations. If the system is difficult to use, clients would 

leave.  

In this study, the System Usability Scale (SUS) was 

employed.  Developed by Brooke in 1996 [15], the SUS is 

one of the survey instruments that can be used to assess the 

usability of a variety of products or services [16].  As an 

evaluation metric, it is applied to a wide variety of web or 

technology-based applications to measure how easy or 

difficult they are to use in order to improve them.  SUS is 

composed of a 10-item, five-point Likert scale with a 

weighted scoring range of 0–100 and is anchored with one as 

Strongly Disagree and five as Strongly Agree [17]. There are 

five positive statements (Q1, Q3, Q5, Q7 and Q9) and five 

negative statements (Q2, Q4, Q6, Q8 and Q10). SUS is 

considered to be one-dimensional. However, the factorial 

analysis showed that SUS has two factors: usability (Q1, Q2, 

Q3, Q5, Q6, Q7, Q8 and Q9) and learning (Q4 and Q10) 

[18]. 

As mentioned earlier, we have invited 100 participants to 

evaluate the usability characteristic of the proposed system 

using the SUS questionnaire. From the responses made by 

the participants, the best scored items were Q3 (M=4.87; 

SD=.223), Q7 (M=4.85; SD=.291) and Q5 (M=4.83; 

SD=.428).  It can be assessed therefore that the proposed 

system is easy to use and can be learned quickly by users due 

to its well-defined and integrated functions.  Moreover, the 

respondents felt that they no longer needed assistance from 

technical persons as shown by the results in Q4 (M=1.78; 

SD=.811) and Q10 (M=1.99; SD=.847) because it can be 

learned by them. 

Furthermore, to be able to compute for the SUS score, the 

following formula is used [19]: 

                    (1) 

A SUS score of over 68 would be considered above 

average [20].  In this study, the results showed that the SUS 

score was computed at 81.025 which can be interpreted as 

“Excellent” [16][19], indicating that the participants found 

the proposed system to be very usable due to its simple and 

clear interface design.  Also, they found it to be easy-to-learn 

and simple to use. It provided pop-ups and tips that would 

allow the users to easily perform the tasks with confidence.  

Table II shows the data. 
TABLE II 

PERCEIVED USABILITY OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM USING 

THE SYSTEM USABILITY SCALE (SUS) 

Questions Mean 
Standard 

Deviation 
1.  I think that I would like to use this 

system frequently. 
4.18 1.282 

2.  I found the system unnecessarily 

complex. 
2.98 .921 

3.  I thought the system was easy to use. 4.87 .223 

4.  I think that I would need the support 

of a technical person to be able to 

use this system. 

1.78 .811 

5.  I found the various functions in this 

system were well integrated. 
4.83 .428 

6.  I thought there was too much 

inconsistency in this system. 
2.22 .836 

7.  I would imagine that most people 

would learn to use this system very 

quickly. 

4.85 .291 

8.  I found the system very cumbersome 

to use. 
2.89 1.222 

9.  I felt very confident using the 

system. 
4.67 .514 

10. I needed to learn a lot of things 

before I could get going with this 

system. 

1.99 .847 

System Usability Scale (SUS) Score 81.025 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents the development and evaluation of a 

two-factor authentication mechanism in credit card systems 

security in Web-enabled transactions using the modified AES 

algorithm. The first-factor authentication includes the usual 

information provided from the credit card.  The second-

factor authentication includes the possession of a security 

token in a form of a passkey transmitted to the credit card 

owner‟s registered mobile phone number.  At the core of the 

web application are the client-side encryption module and the 

server-side decryption module which make use of the 

modified AES algorithm using multiple S-Boxes.  The design 

of the system would require an “answer to the security 
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question” by the cardholder and security token cum passkey 

to generate a ciphertext.  The ciphertext is converted back to 

the plaintext by the system‟s several functionalities and is 

compared to stored information from the database to 

authenticate the identity of the user.   

Based on the results of the simulation, we found out that 

the first-factor authentication, even equipped with additional 

functionalities such as random number generation that is 

essential to creating a passkey that serves as a security token, 

and an SMS module, its run-time performance was still 

within the acceptable time limit.  On the other hand, the 

second-factor authentication is not far behind at an 

acceptable average.  Cumulatively, both factors had an 

acceptable run-time performance.  However, the SMS 

delivery was seen to be a critical factor when the transaction 

is viewed as a whole because it became the cause of delay in 

the overall performance of the proposed system.  

The proposed system was evaluated using the System 

Usability Scale metric.   For its usability, it was perceived to 

be very usable.  The proposed system was easy to use, and 

allows users to effectively complete their tasks. It also allows 

users to become productive quickly without the assistance of 

technical personnel as shown in the computed mean for Q3 

and Q4. This conforms to the study of Martínez-Falero et al. 

[21] wherein their developed system was viewed as easy for 

IT experts and forest managers to use without the help of 

technical personnel.  Furthermore, the learnability factor was 

perceived to be acceptable as the proposed system was able 

to provide feedback to users such as error messages and 

information on how to fix problems. It was also easy to 

understand and organized.  
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